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I JUMPED 
from a 21 year Corporate Career as an 

executive  to Working for myself



2017 
Entrepreneur 

of the year
#1 out of 15,000 

 



This class is 
going 

to give you the 
foundational  
framework to  

GET "IT" DONE 
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When does productivity begin?

Productivity is really created 
BEFORE your work day 

begins. Ideally 
you want to setup your week 
on Sunday or every 72 hours



Why "to-do" list cause more 
overwhelm?

lists with several categories that require different skills 
 invite overwhelm...divided focus comes from  
divided intention 

shift to becoming a specialists with chunks of time 

chunking is segmenting your time in concentrated
blocks of similar work!  

 chunk similar tasks together at certain times of the 
day, or certain days of the week. 



Shifting from to-do to DONE
Specialize skills within the entire day:  
I have days where all I do are consults & then I have days 
where all I do is create content. ONE SKILL ALL DAY

Maximize brains wiring: the productivity of people who 
multi-task is equivalent to the productivity of those high on 
marijuana; 
successful execution of one task maximizes your brains 
function. Female brains do have more capacity but it adds 
stress to open so many "windows" of activity



Shifting from to-do to DONE
Replacing the habits you currently have with the habits you 
want:  

you want to be outcome focused but habit driven 
the formation of the new habit will get you the 

results/outcome

 BUILDING BLOCKS FOR NEW HABITS for 
NEW OUTCOME

SKILL BLOCKS 
TIME BLOCKS 

WHITE BLOCKS 



PUT IT INTO PRACTICE

SKILL BLOCKS: entire day blocked for 1 skill 

TIME BLOCKS: allow a time block to complete 1 task

the day I call clients who quit their program prematurely

4am-8am healthy spirit, soul body(pray, meditate, workout, 
prayer journal, inner bath consume adaptagens & am vitamins

WHITE BLOCKS: intentionally lounge & rest

From 11am to 1pm most days of the week I mentally lounge...TODAY 
show, If Loving You is Wrong, adjust for what I didn't plan 

What happened to my time? Find out! Use 
www.rescuetime.com to do a time
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Food- Mood- Productivity
we are wired to feast and fast 

when I think of my grandparents 
they had a single task...to farm all 

day so they needed a large 
breakfast for the entire day of 

working

today most of us are doing 
cerebral work so maximizing 

brain function is KEY 



Food- Mood- Productivity
IMPACT OF FASTING ON THE BRAIN: 

increases levels of brain derived neurotrophic 
factor(BDNF) which regulates memory, learning, 

and higher cognitive function

increases neurogenesis & density of neuronal  
synapses

increases neuronal autophagy 

BOTTOM LINE: IMPROVES  
FOCUS & CONCENTRATION
*if metabolically compromised...healthy fat, non-starchy 

vegetables, quality protein



Get your brain to work FOR  
you with IF(intermittent fasting)

when your brain isn't consumed 
with digesting 

food it shifts to how it can be 
more efficient and that 

results in better concentration for 
your work



PUT INTO PRACTICE...create your 
own personal productivity list

1. Determine your blocks 
SKILL BLOCKS 
TIME BLOCKS 

WHITE BLOCKS 
www.rescuetime.com 

2. become more intentional 
about food-mood-productivity 

watch heavy morning & lunchtime meals
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Finally...boundaries 
both emotional, 

physical, 
and spiritual for 

optimal 
productivity



Create emotional 
retreats in your day

10 minute 
gratitude 

walk

Reach out to 3 
people with single 
intention to pour 

into them

Portable aromatherapy, 
tea, coffee, playlist... 

associate with a time out



Health score card 
Wealth score card 
Spiritual growth 

score card

Create 
 DAILY 

ACTION SCORE CARDS



 
Pray 

Meditate 
workout 

drink 80 oz water 
2 shakes 

2-300 cal. healthy meals 
2 150 cal. healthy snacks 

Lots of green veggies

Health Score Card



Time for 
your questions


